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CREATING AN ASSESSMENT
Add an assessment to your course by going to the Course Materials Tab.

Choose Add Content from the toolbar.

Select Assessment from the Create an Item Menu
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CONFIGURE AN ASSESSMENT

Name the Assessment
Enter a Title for your Assessment on the Content Tab.

Set up Delivery for the Assessment
Use the Interaction Tab to:
Set up a window of availability for the assessment (Delivery Settings)
Choose to display questions on a single page, one at a time or in groups (Display Settings)
Enable randomization of questions and/or answers (Question Set Defaults)
Disable backtracking to previous questions, when applicable (Question Set Defaults)
Limit the number of attempts a student may make (Submission Settings)
Set up a time limit (Time Settings)
Disable or Limit Feedback
Use the Review Tab to:
Turn off displaying results to the student (View Submission History > Disabled)
Delay displaying results to the student (Review Availability)
Restrict displayed results (Feedback Options)

Be Sure to Save Your Settings
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ADD QUESTIONS TO YOUR ASSESSMENT
Questions are added to your assessment from the Assessment Editor tab pictured below.

Click Add Question to open the Question Type Menu.
Select the type of question you would like to add to open a question editor window.
**Questions are created one at a time. Be sure to SAVE in order to create your question.**
Edit an existing question by clicking on it. In the example above, clicking “Multiple Choice” will open the
question editor window. Remember to Save your changes.
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COPY QUESTIONS WITHIN AN ASSESSMENT OR FROM AN EXISTING ASSESSMENT
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HIGH SECURITY ASSESSMENTS
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